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DKG Maryland Program of Work: A Virtual Success
Sally Nazelrod, Xi, DKG MD First Vice President
More than fifty DKG members gathered on Zoom
on November 6, 2021 to participate in the
Program of Work. Throughout the morning,
information was shared that was current and
relevant to our membership and organization.
During the Zoom sign-in, participants were
entertained with music provided by Betty Hepler,
Omega.
Here is a summary of the workshops provided:
“Membership Enlightenment” was presented
by Sharon Darling, Nu, Membership Chair.
Sharon reviewed the Four Types of Membership:
Active, Reserve, Honorary, and Collegiate and
differentiated among them. She shared some
examples of the benefits and joys of
membership. Break-out rooms were formed, and
participants created a long list of why they
belong to DKG. Resources for membership and
recruitment on the DKG International website
were highlighted.
“Leveling the Playing Field for All Children”
Maryland State Senator Joanne C. Benson,
Theta, shared a PowerPoint that she and other
Theta Chapter sisters created, outlining equal
opportunities for learning in order for ALL
students to succeed in school. Opportunities
included: exposure to technology; resources for
mentoring and tutoring; mental health and wrap
around support; expanded learning time; diverse
curriculum that addresses learning gaps; closing
the digital divide; minimal and maximum
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standards for all grade levels; diagnostic
assessments with a focus on reading and math; a
school system budget that supports highest
needs schools rather than only using formulas;
increased family engagement and support for
children birth through five; and high quality early
childhood programs.
“DKG Maryland Website Overview”
Dr.
Minnie Young, Webmaster, Eta, helped those in
attendance to navigate through the new design
of the website for DKG Maryland. She identified
the various sections and how to access new
resources
for
chapters.
Minnie strongly
encouraged chapters to create their own chapter
website, either through Weebly or Google Sites
(both have free options). There are only five
chapters with websites. One suggestion was to
have a blog on the homepage so that the latest is
always the first thing that is seen. It should also
be kept simple and easy to navigate so one can
find information quickly.
Participants offered
recommendations for the state website as well,
such as having a page for the calendar of events
and the contact information of committee chairs.
“Traveling Away from Dementia: Make your
Retirement an Adventure” was presented by
Mr. John Sisson, our guest and a member of
the
Maryland
Retired
School
Personnel
Association Travel Committee.
He provided
valuable suggestions to the participants as they
plan their future journeys. Advice included:
choose a journey that will challenge you
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physically, stimulate your mind, and broaden your
experience; develop creative ways to involve
friends and family; make your dreams come true;
choose reliable resources; do as much as you can
as long as you can, and adapt as you go along;
make plans but don’t paint pictures; it’s the
journey, not the destination that counts; and
preserve your memories. Pack your bags!

We appreciate the hard work and commitment of the
presenters and the attendance of all of those
members who shared the morning with us!

The purpose of the workshop, “Current Teachers:
Sharing Stories: Successes and Challenges,”
facilitated by Erin Myers, Pi, was to provide an
opportunity for teachers currently in schools to
exchange ideas based on their past experiences
during the pandemic and talk about future
expectations for teaching and learning. The session
was attended by a few teachers. The group discussed
how students are lacking accountability and how it is
showing from elementary all the way through college.
There are also changes in how schools operate after
the pandemic.

Wendy Happel of Mu Chapter has done it
again! For the second time in a row, one of her
drawings has been accepted into the DKG Art
Gallery. This one is especially unique. Instead of
a single picture of one person, animal, item, or
scene, it is a collage of drawings of animal eyes.
Go to the DKG Art Gallery to see Wendy’s
amazing work. Congratulations, Wendy!

“Sharing Chapter Success: Member Support,
Community
Service,
and
Educational
Partnerships” Iris Wingert, Omicron, narrated a
PowerPoint which provided the highlights of Omicron’s
success. The aim of the presentation was to share
three components of a successful chapter that could
be adapted to other Maryland chapters. Omicron has
59 members, many of whom participate in the
meetings, events, projects, and initiatives in the
Carroll County area. Through their involvement, they
have increased their presence in the schools and in
their
communities.
Contact the chapter at
omicrondkgmd@gmail.com for more information.

Sally Nazelrod, Xi, DKG MD First Vice-President

Each presentation was unique. It provided those in
attendance with a variety of great ideas and resources
for both personal and chapter use.
Although we were unable to meet in person, a
majority of the information was presented on a Shared
Screen and/or in a PowerPoint format.
The
PowerPoints and hand-outs will be provided in the
near future as attachments or links.
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Congratulations!
Patty Simon, Mu

A Special Thank You
A special thank you to all DKG Members who are
working in any educational system. The past few
years have not been easy, and we appreciate
your hard work and commitment to our Maryland
students.

“What nobler profession than to touch the next
generation–to
see
children
hold
your
understanding in their eyes, your hope in their
lives, your world in their hands. In their success
you find your own and so to them you give your
all!” –Anonymous
In the future, we will be asking for your input as
to how DKG Maryland can best support you.
You make a difference!
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President’s Message
Dr. Marilyn Keane, DKG MD State President

Every year, I say to myself, “I can’t believe this is
happening…..I’m not ready!” What am I talking
about? Winter! Cold, crisp air is here for a while, but
before I move onto the next season, I want to reflect
upon the fall season and the multitude of activities
within Delta Kappa Gamma. I do not think I really
understood the traditions and the variety and types
of projects that occur within each chapter around the
state of Maryland. This fall I had the opportunity to
attend, but more importantly, be a part of the
chapter meetings and activities with Alpha Alpha,
Epsilon, Eta, Alpha Beta, and Tau.
My journey began towards the end of September
with the opportunity to travel to the western part of
Maryland to attend the joint chapter meetings of Eta
(Michelle Saville) and Alpha Alpha (Becky Aiken).
The meeting began with two separate meetings and
culminated with a joint lunch celebration. In October,
I traveled to Southern Maryland and participated in
Epsilon’s (Jackie Gray, Susan Gagliardi) silent
auction, chapter meeting, and lunch. This was
followed in November with Alpha Beta’s (Carol
Howard) chapter meeting, snacks, and auction at
Patuxent H.S., and Tau’s (Sheri Grim) Zoom meeting
mid-November centered around wellness.
Each of these meetings was similar with the
camaraderie and meeting agendas, but with the
similarities there were also aspects that were unique
to each chapter. These unique aspects include Eta
and Alpha Alpha’s joint luncheon and presentation of
the theme “Evolve, Rise, and Flourish” and the gift
basket filled with local Western Maryland items.
Epsilon conducted a silent auction fundraiser with
lunch, and discussed plans to include chapter
members virtually who could not attend meetings
regularly. Alpha Beta conducted a very spirited
auction to raise money and included within their
meeting a tradition of saying “thank you,” where
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sisters voiced what they are thankful for and gave a
dollar donation for each thank you. Tau invited a
guest speaker to discuss personal wellness--physical,
mental, and emotional.
I know we worry and reflect upon the number of
chapter members within our organization. While this
is worrisome, the one aspect that is evident within
Delta Kappa Gamma is that with a great group of
members who are cohesive, have a common goal,
look to be active, and make a concerted effort to
push the mission and vision forward, we can continue
to flourish. These are all imperative and critical
pieces of our organization. Within these areas, our
chapters are doing well.
I would like to thank the chapters for welcoming me
to their meetings with the treats, food,
entertainment, and the opportunity to learn and
grow. I know I have learned from each one of you
and, because of this, I will Evolve, Rise, and Flourish.

Dr. Amy Harmon, Michelle Saville, Becky Aiken, and
Dr. Marilyn Keane will Evolve, Rise, Flourish!
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The Rise & Role of the DKG
Maryland Executive Secretary
Suzi Plaut, Alpha Gamma, Executive Secretary
Review Committee Chair
You see her name everywhere, on almost every
correspondence, and she speaks at every meeting.
When we were getting together in person, she was
the first one you saw at a meeting, and for years
before that she sat at the front table, quiet but busy.
In addition, her name frequently populates your
email inbox. Who is it? It’s none other than Gwen
Cooley, our DKG Maryland Executive Secretary.
Gwen became our Executive Secretary three years
ago during Lorraine Johnson’s presidency. She is
glad she took on this significant role, which she
accepted to stay relevant and involved and to learn
new skills. Gwen is grateful for the unfailing support
of the State presidents and officers, especially Mary
Makinen, the previous Executive Secretary. What
does an Executive Secretary do? Like an amazing
chess player, she thinks multiple moves ahead to
make sure all the contracts are signed, arrangements
are made with the various churches, hotels, and
locations where in-person meetings are held, and
registration forms are prepared in advance with the
tiniest of details. She also communicates with and
supports chapter presidents, telling them about
upcoming meetings. Much of her work is done
behind the scenes and is vital to DKG Maryland.
While her responsibilities shifted during the
pandemic, Gwen hopes that when we return to full
in-person meetings and events, members will send in
registration forms and payment for events in a timely
manner. Having accurate numbers by the deadline is
critical for the meeting location staff to be prepared
for us.

DKG at the chapter and state levels. Since her
induction into Kappa Chapter in 1986, she has served
as chapter president several times. She later joined
Delta Chapter where she also served as president for
two terms. As a chapter president, Gwen attended
Executive Board Meetings and State Conventions.
She really enjoyed meeting other sisters from
chapters across Maryland and continually took on
new challenges to get involved with the society. At
the state level, Gwen volunteered at the registration
table when the International Convention was held in
Baltimore. She joined the Leadership Development
Committee during Joan Wiggins’ presidency and
took on the role of Recording Secretary during
Sharon Darling’s presidency before moving to her
current position.
Gwen also has a busy life outside of DKG. She and
her husband, Bob, are now grandparents to five
grandchildren ages 1 ½ to 11. In addition to
spending time with her family, Gwen enjoys a variety
of hobbies, one of which is reading. With a recent
mini-grant from DKG, Gwen has also started quilting.
In addition, the Cooleys love to travel and do a lot of
it. Gwen enjoys national parks, especially the ones in
Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana. Furthermore,
she has travelled extensively abroad, including trips
to England, Ireland, Spain, China, Australia, New
Zealand, Peru, Ecuador, Costa Rica, and cruises on
the Baltic and Mediterranean Seas and a river cruise
in Europe.
Gwen Cooley has a full life both in and outside of
DKG. DKG MD is lucky to have her as Executive
Secretary.

When Gwen was teaching full-time and raising her
children, Ryan and Hayley, as well as taking care of
her mother-in-law, she had understandably less time
to devote to DKG. After she retired from teaching
and had more availability, Gwen not only took care of
her two oldest grandchildren until they entered
school full time, she also took on leadership roles in
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the climate persist over a long time and, therefore,
can affect both present and future generations.

DKG U.S. Forum Presents
“Understanding Climate Change”
Sally Nazelrod, Xi, DKG MD First Vice-President
On November 3rd, a presentation by Ralph Propper,
an expert on climate change, provided the DKG
audience with the latest information on the current
state of climate control and shared some steps that
we, as consumers, should be taking to help slow this
process.
According to Dr. Propper, climate change is a
legislative issue. It impacts issues with health, food
production, community, and work forces. Climate
change increases social economic inequities as
underserved groups become more and more
vulnerable.
In the near future, the world will
experience more flooding, the destruction of coral
reefs, increased air pollution, droughts, temperature
fluctuation, change in air quality, tornadoes,
hurricanes, and rising sea levels.
What are some solutions?
We need to use more electric transportation, increase
the use of solar energy, increase the use of wind
energy– both on and offshore, and storage of these
types of energy.
His message was clear: we have the tools to make
change. It takes an investment. Educate yourself,
communicate with legislators, and vote to get clean
energy policies adopted.
More Facts about Climate Change
As greenhouse gas emissions from human activities
increase, they build up in the atmosphere and warm
the climate, leading to many other changes around
the world—in the atmosphere, on land, and in the
oceans. Because many of the major greenhouse
gases stay in the atmosphere for tens to hundreds of
years after being released, their warming effects on
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International Climate Change Conference in
Glasgow, Scotland
The name, COP 26, is the Conference of the Parties
and this was the 26th meeting. This international
conference was held between October 31st and
November 12, 2021.
After two weeks of talks in Glasgow, diplomats from
almost 200 countries reached an agreement to ramp
up their carbon-cutting commitments, phase down
fossil fuels, and increase aid to poor countries on the
front lines of climate change.
Many world leaders and activists expressed
disappointment with the climate deal that emerged
from two weeks of heated negotiations in Glasgow,
Scotland — warning that countries will have to
strengthen their commitments if they want to avert
disastrous consequences and help at-risk nations
cope with the damage that’s already occurring from
climate change.
The agreement did, however, step up efforts to adapt
to the impacts of climate change and to make finance
flows consistent with a pathway towards lower
greenhouse gas emissions and climate-resilient
development.
Completing and implementing the
Paris Agreement at Glasgow is one example that the
world is able to work together to tackle this crucial
challenge.
Additional Resources:
United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), Global Emissions by Gas
UN Climate Change Conference UK 2021
Apple News: The Washington Post, “COP26 was a
failure
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Committee News
Nominations Committee

craft, health club membership, or music lessons? A
mini-grant is perfect to get you started. The next
deadline is February 1, 2022.
Log into the DKG website now to read the directions
and complete an application. These happy sisters are
glad they did!

Jane Smith, Pi, Nominations Committee Chair
Did you know that volunteering with DKG might help
you live longer? A recent study from Carnegie Mellon
University found that adults over age 50 who
volunteered on a regular basis were less likely to
develop high blood pressure than non-volunteers.
Volunteering is good for the soul as well as the body.
Volunteering helps people feel more socially
connected and gives a sense of purpose, thus
warding off stress, loneliness, and depression.
DKG has something for everyone. We all have
different talents and various amounts of time
available. There are many opportunities, so take a
chance, answer the call, raise your hand. You can go
to our website and download our Member Interest
Survey Form to find an area to share your special
talents. The survey is also available from your
chapter president. Your future leadership
opportunities are just a click away. You and our
organization will reap so many benefits from your
involvement.

Gwen Cooley, Delta Chapter President, received a
mini-grant to learn how to quilt. Here she is using
her mother’s 72-year-old Singer sewing machine.

It’s a win-win situation for all!

Scholarship
Jean Marie Hofstetter, Omega, Scholarship

Gloria Petit-Clair, Omega, received a mini-grant
that enabled her to pursue her writing goals.

Committee Chair
DKG MD is offering $6,000 in scholarships to
members seeking Master Degrees, Doctorate
Degrees, or are pursuing lifelong learning. The
deadline for applications is January 15, 2022. If you
are a match for any of these scholarships, the time to
apply is now! Check out the DKG website for
scholarship information.
The Scholarship Committee also invites you to apply
for a $200.00 mini- grant. Interested in pursuing a
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Jessica Meadows, Omega, used the mini-grant to
learn how to make stained glass art.
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World Fellowship
Laura McClelland, Omicron, World Fellowship
Chair
World Fellowship welcomes Ashley Doyle,
Upsilon, and Carla Swearman, Alpha Alpha, to
our state committee. Speaking of welcoming,
we welcomed eighteen young women recipients
pursuing an education at universities in the U.S.
and/or Canada and six extensions.
These
recipients can be found on the international
website (http://www.dkg.org/).
Click on resources, then society brochures and
flyers, and the picture of the brochure labeled
2021-2022 World Fellowship recipients. Please
take time to write and let them know we are
thinking of them.
Donations made to the World Fellowship Fund,
which now comes under the broader label of
DKG International Educators Foundation
(DKGIEF) make it possible for these young
women to receive scholarships and help defray
the cost of an education, thereby making their
dreams a reality.
During the 2019-2021
biennium, July 1, 2019-June 30, 2021, our state
chapters contributed $5,789.96 to the World
Fellowship Fund. During the first quarter of this
biennium, July 1, 2021-Oct. 27, 2021, we have
contributed $760.
Chapters can find creative ways to contribute,
even if not meeting in person. One example is
to have an online auction and then deliver the
item to the winner’s porch. Each member can
have a little jar to collect daily change. Then set
it on a porch to be collected on a given day.
The chapter could have a budgeted line item
and/or contribute online and use Form 43.
Individual contributions can be made online, or
also use Form 43.
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Thank you for being an important part of this
worthwhile fund.

Chapter Support
Lorraine W. Johnson, Theta
The DKG MD Chapter Support Committee is
gearing up for the 2021-2023 biennium. The
committee consists of Joyce Conway, Delta;
Kihara Dorsey, Lambda; Cindy Downton,
Alpha Alpha; and Lorraine W. Johnson, Theta.
The Chapter Support Committee has met twice
and is looking forward to undertaking its tasks
for this biennium. Some of the committee’s
responsibilities include maintaining a statistical
record of each MD State Organization Chapter;
providing assistance to chapters, as needed;
developing and maintaining a relationship with
chapter presidents; and communicating with
chapters on a monthly basis.
Committee members are responsible for the
following chapters:

Joyce Conway:
Zeta

Delta, Iota, Upsilon, Theta,

Cindy Downton: Eta, Alpha Alpha, Omicron,
Pi, Tau, Alpha Gamma
Kihara Foster: Epsilon, Omega, Alpha Beta,
Rho, Lambda, Alpha Theta
Lorraine W. Johnson: Beta, Nu, Alpha Delta,
Alpha, Mu, Xi
Committee members will be contacting chapter
presidents in an effort to compile statistical data
to achieve the committee’s goals.
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Chapter News

Thanks to Christine and Heather for all the time,
energy, and hard work they put in so that we
were successful.

Nu Chapter Members Create
Fall Cra

Several members brought delicious treats of
pastries, cookies, brownies, and muffins. Sharon
offered coffee, cheese and crackers, and, as
always, provided a welcoming space. Thank you
to all who made the day a megahit!

Ann Campbell, Nu
Beatrix Potter’s “ Peter Rabbit,” a children’s
classic, had a character known as Mr. McGregor,
who prized his potting/tool shed and tried to
keep Peter, the mischievous bunny, out of it. On
the other hand, Nu Chapter is proud to boast
about “Darling’s Gathering Garage” and wants to
have Nu Chapter members enjoy being in it to
meet and greet, to complete crafts, and to
celebrate! We met at president Sharon
Darling’s garage in Barclay, Maryland, as we
have often done, on Saturday, October 23, 2021.
There were eleven members present with two
guests, the mother of Christine Redman and her
mother’s close friend. October was designated
as a social gathering month since we are
alternating Zoom meetings with social events.
It was so nice to be able to see members
face-to-face, to learn of the current happenings
of DKG MD, and to catch up on members’ busy
lives. Sharon discussed the upcoming DKG MD
Program of Work to be held on Zoom on
Saturday,
November
6,
2021.
Nancy
Harrington delivered an extra “Little Library” as
promised so that it can be used in Talbot County.

Alpha Delta Sponsors an
Afghan Fundraiser
Yvonne Babcock, Alpha Delta President
Alpha Delta Chapter of DKG International is
sponsoring a fundraiser offering chances to win
a beautiful afghan handmade by Coleen
Mister. Coleen is a 40-year member of Alpha
Delta Chapter. Coleen has served Worcester
County youth through the Worcester County
Board of Education as a teacher, a principal, and
a supervisor of instruction. Tickets will be
available for a $5.00 donation. The donations
collected will be used to fund our chapter’s book
grant. The book grant goes to a Worcester
County female high school senior who plans to
attend college and major in education. Please
contact
Yvonne
Babcock
at
yvonneb54@hotmail.com, or call 410-726-8275
to get your tickets. The winner will be contacted
by phone, and the afghan will be delivered.

Heather Andrews and Christine Redman
were kind enough to gather all craft materials,
decorations, and tools to make a fall craft that
we could display in our homes. These crafty,
talented ladies gave us directions as well as tips
to enhance our projects. As always, they were
patient and helpful, using many “best practices.”
Everyone was delighted with the end result.
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Alpha Beta Recognizes
Members and Supports
Literacy
Carol Howard, Alpha Beta President
The sisters of Alpha Beta met at a local
restaurant on October 3, 2021 to have our first
business meeting of the year. We discussed
proposed Standing Rules revisions, had an
update on the Little Free Libraries of which we
are stewards, and received a report about the
winner of our 2021 Literacy Grant (Reading
Camp
Calvert).
We
had
a
small
acknowledgement of our founders and then
recognized these ladies with certificates for their
years of membership in our chapter:
5 Years–Teresa Cox, Sonja Carrell, and Carol
Howard
10 Years–Jennifer Gillman and Vanessa
Lockley
15
Years–Christy
Rickwood
25 Years–Cheryl
Shepherd

Mullins

and

Anne

Blockland

and

Anita

pen–endorse, a Life Saver candy–support, a
penny–endow, a Starburst candy–stimulate
personal/professional growth, and a copy of the
DKG Get Connected publication–inform. Every
member was then asked to reflect on what has
been working for us, how we can incorporate
new ideas for our future, which purposes we
think we need to commit to working on harder,
and how everyone can commit to being more
helpful and more involved. Our meeting
concluded with another Alpha Beta Musical
Ensemble recorder presentation of our DKG
song by Janet Gross, Marci Fleck, and
Donna Boylan.

Washington Teacher of the
Year Speaks to Pi Chapter
Erin Myers, Pi Chapter President
The October meeting had the wonderful guest
speaker Caroline Schlegel, our Washington
County Teacher of the Year. Caroline shared an
inspiring message about how teachers can make
a positive impact on anyone at any level.
Caroline also shared her mission to help young
people who wish to become educators.

Original Founder–Maureen Sengstack
Each sister was given a small bag of items and
asked to match the item with the descriptor of
one of our purposes. In addition, activities that
our chapter can do were listed to illustrate how
we implement each of the purposes. The 7
Purposes Bag idea was taken and adapted from
an article published a few years ago by a DKG
chapter in Illinois.
Items and their
corresponding purposes (loosely interpreted in
some cases) included: a paper clip–unite, an
artificial red rose–honor, a stick of EXTRA
gum–advance,
a
red candle–initiate, a
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Thank you to all of the ladies who were able to join
us for our October meeting at the Washington County
Extension Office. Thank you to Cathy Thim for
coordinating the wonderful lunch pick-up from Desert
Rose Cafe.
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The “Write” Stuﬀ for Mu
Patty Simon, Mu
Some people feel that handwriting is almost
outdated. However, for several members of Mu
Chapter, it can be an artistic form of expression.
Mu Chapter President Allison Gradwell invited
Patti Berman to teach the fine art of
calligraphy.
Coming prepared with special paper, ink, pens,
and various tips, Patti Berman guided the group

through practice exercises on writing shapes
that are used to form letters, starting with the
lowercase ones. Keeping in mind that “practice
makes perfect,” the group could see
improvement in their letters the more they wrote
them.
It’s always nice to learn a new skill, especially
one that can be put to use. The holidays are
just around the corner, and Mu Chapter is ready
to give them some flair.

Tech Tip

How to Create a Google Form for Sign-ups and Evaluations
Dr. Marilyn Keane, Upsilon, DKG MD State President
Tech Tip

Dr. Marilyn Keane, Upsilon, DKG MD State
President
How to Create a Google form for sign-ups
and evaluations.
1. Click the 9 dots at the top right corner
and look for the “forms” icon.

2.

At the top, you can choose to create an entirely new form with a blank document, or you can
choose from preexisting documents.
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3. With the blank document, there are a few parts to complete.
Untitled form: Type in the title of your form.
Form description: Write a short description.
Untitled question: Add your first question.
Option: Depending on the type of question, type your answer or
choices.
Choose the type of question.
Use the tool bar on the right to add questions, pictures, spaces, etc.
Required button: Click this if you want to require the person to
answer the question.
4. To choose the type of answer, click the “down” arrow next to the
“multiple choice” item.
5. The tool bar on the right has options for each question.
Click the first icon to add a question.
Click the second icon to import from another document.
Click the third icon to add a more detailed title.
Click the fourth icon to add an image.
Click the fifth icon to add a video.
Click the sixth icon to add a section.
6. If you want to rearrange the questions, click and drag the top
middle area to move the question up or down.
7. To change the document color, add a theme color, choose the font,
or add a picture, click on the painter board at the top.
8. Click on the “eye” icon next to the painter board to preview the
document.
9. Click the three dots next to the “send” button. You can make a copy
of the document, print, or add collaborators. When you add
collaborators, the document will be shared with those people.
10. To add collaborators who can add questions or edit, click “Add
collaborators.”
11. To share with other people who have a gmail account, type in each
person’s email address.
12. To send the link to participants, click the “send” button and then the
“clip” icon.
13. Click “shorten link” and then click “copy.”
14. To view your responses, click “Responses” at the top of the page.
You can scroll down and see the responses. Click the green
“Spreadsheets” box to download the responses into a spreadsheet.
More detailed information can be found on the DKG MD website.
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Save the Date!
Janey Snyder, Alpha, DKG MD 2nd Vice President
Please save the date for the DKG Maryland State Leadership Development Conference.
When: Saturday, May 14, 2022
Where: Comfort Inn Conference Center, 4500 Crain Hwy., Bowie, MD 20716
This will be a leadership conference for all DKG members, a special time of instruction for the 2022-2024 chapter
presidents and a chance for others to attend a variety of workshops. It is important that chapter presidents be in
attendance as they will be trained for their position, so it is important that chapters complete the nomination
process in March or April.
It will be a great day, so hope to see you there.
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